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G.I. nun directs
Antigone opens tonight at SMC

The G.I. nun has invaded the Notre Dame and St. Mary's campuses, and is directing Antigone, the Greek classic which will open tonight at 8:30 in O'Laughlin Auditorium at St. Mary's.

The G.I. nun, Sister Mary Xavier Coens, B.V.M., earned her nickname because of her world-wide tours of military bases as a director of upbeat college drama productions. She is an honorary colonel in the Army. Sister Coens is spending a semester at St. Mary's as a visiting professor in the Notre Dame-St. Mary's cooperative Speech and Drama Department.

When she arrived, she was persuaded to direct Antigone and she has taken a unique contemporary approach to the play.

Sister feels that the 2,000-year-old play by Sophocles could very well be about our contemporary society and its conflicts.

She has observed that many of the young people of today are faced with the same problem as Antigone, and the conflict of moral and civil law is pertinent today.

Her purpose, she says, is in using the contemporary approach to really reach the college community. She feels that they do not really respond to the classical approach.

Movie policy changed
In an attempt to alleviate the debt acquired by the Student Union this year, the Executive Board has decided to take control of student movies for the remainder of the semester.

Previously, the movies, which gross an average of $200, were to be controlled by campus organizations. Now, however, the policy has been changed. The majority of the 14 clubs which have movie dates in the present "centralization of functions" should be responded immediately.

Young Dem's Announce plans
Richard Hunter, president of the Young Democrats, announced Wednesday afternoon the Young Republicans and the Young Americans for Freedom were considered a "small but enthusiastic gathering" of Young Democrats, their plans for the rest of the year.

The Young Democrats will join in a debate with both the Young Republicans and the Young Americans for Freedom sometime in late March.

On March 7, Senator Edward McGovern will make a speech at a dinner in Indianapolis for those interested. The Young Democrats have tickets available for the dinner.

Happy Birthday
Hayes
JAYS LOUNGE on US 31 just across the border in Michigan, serving your favorite beers and liquors - seven days a week.

ROD STEIGER STUNS AS THE SERGEANT

Just one weakness.
Just one.
Sociologists call for church reform

The Catholic Church is facing a challenge on two levels of the race question--its potential impact on the general welfare of black people and its ability "to totally integrate" blacks into its life.

The fundamental problem common to both challenges is the role of the Church in the inner city and its relationship to the large number of non-Catholics residing there.

This is one conclusion of a study of the Catholic Church and the Negroes by two Notre Dame sociologists, Dr. Richard A. Lamm, an associate professor of sociology, and Jay J. Cookley, a doctoral candidate in the field.

Present Church practice in the ghettos, they note, varies from an aggressive proselytizing which makes baptism the price of admission to a parochial school to "social actions" involved in essentially secular activities--protest marches, credit unions, recreational programs, and so on.

The sociologists criticize both, calling the emphasis on personal salvation and spiritual needs "seriously out of tune with the post-Vatican II Church" and faulting the actionists on the ground that "the clerical role is primarily an expressive role related to human emotional needs, and not an adaptive role related to adjustment to or manipulation of the environment."

Lamm and Cookley caution against launching programs without adequate research, planning, and professional personnel. They also warn that lay Catholics in increasing numbers are becoming disenchanted with the involvement of the Church in political and social issues. They dismiss as "counter-productive" priests who "assume that being Christian means strongly condemning 'white racism' and making guilt-provoking accusations," while adding that "few clergyman have built up the 'capital' of respect and esteem that would enable them to effectively influence their flock on unpopular questions."

The Lamm-Cookley study was published by the Notre Dame Press as part of a volume entitled Contemporary Catholicism in the United States, edited by Dr. John German, associate professor of history.

---

SMC sophs host parents' weekend

The sophomore class of St. Mary's will hold its annual parents' weekend beginning Friday. The theme of this year's weekend is "Garden of Our Thoughts."

"The purpose of the weekend," according to chairman Cathy Gallagher, "is to present our school to our parents, and show them the basic trends on St. Mary's campus. A panel discussion is to be held Saturday from 1-2:30 pm will explore these trends based on the discussion on Mark Twain's quote, "I'll never let school interfere with my education."

Other events this weekend include a presidential reception Saturday afternoon followed by dinner and a dance in Regina hall. Sunday will include a Mass in the Church of Our Lady of Loreto celebrated by Father James Burtchell of Notre Dame, followed by lunch and an open house for the sophomore class only.

The sophomore weekend is the only parents' weekend scheduled for this academic year. It was decided last May that the parents of the Seniors and the Juniors would participate in the graduation and orientation.
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ED McMahon says...

PICK A Pair
Budweiser, is the King of Beers,
(But you know that)

WHAT IS GREEN AND Gapes?

...find out monady on WSN/D 640 khz. serving Notre Dame
The Irish Eye

By Terry O'Neil, sports editor

Weekend sports

Irish on ice tonight

Broadway Joe don't swim

The nation's media chip in with a few notes of local interest.

Bob Cook of ABC television sports: This year's Notre Dame game headed for Yankee Stadium on Oct. 11 instead of Shea, as originally planned. The Met's finish the baseball schedule out of town, the Yankees at home, which no doubt they will avoid football the last week in September. That leaves only one wild guess: The Mets have a World Series hitch...is that wild?...Or just plain fanciful?

* * *


To find Joe Willie, you first have to peel off the protective layer of blouses in cattail boots and miniskirts and purple sunglasses. I asked Wood out, you can find Joe Willie. Just follow the scent of Chanel No. 5. Or listen for a lot of whiners. Joe only knows girls who whisper all the time. He introduces you to them by their first names alone.

They are a washed-up town but Joe Willie proved it's still the big Alec. Even the eggers would ask for his autograph if they found him walking through Central Park alone at seven in the morning. He describes himself, "a girls' school just across the lake," in second day after his second. He wants his работы, "they can come up to M Y place. I don't want to talk to them on no pay phones.""*

Johnny Dee says the woo-loose outcome of Notre Dame's last two regular-season basketball games doesn't matter, "just as long as they keep the momentum they've gathered the past four games."

Actually, it's not that way. Their ambition is to go out of the top ten in total points (45) and assists (27) is second to Notre Dame's 5.4 for Howard College. "N o b o d y 's pe rfe ct," said Joe Willie to the last four outings, "Hello, we're pretty well settled come until garbage time."

Dee has found the combination he likes. Lately, the wholesale number of losses haven't come until "garbage time." Dee says, "We're pretty well settled now."

And John Warren (6-3) are the best backcourt mates from Pennsylvania's coal mining towns. Averaging 97 markers per game, they can come up to M Y place. I don't want to talk to them on no pay phones."

The Irish are the nation's most critical foe this winter.

A lth o u g h  O hio State has lost 177 lb. Bill Hasbrook (ND) dec. Joe Kielbasa (Circle), 3:30.

Joe Kielbasa (Circle), 3:30. With the pole vault scheduled for 1:30, the affair will complete the Fighting Irish winter meet program in the new Athletic and Convocation Center.

After grabbing second place in the 14-team Central Collegiate Conference Championships last weekend, the University of Notre Dame's track and field team will host Miami of Ohio in a dual meet Saturday, March 17 in the Motor City Invitationa l.

B rnock, B ill Ladouccur, and Jim Brady in the 880-yard run, Jim Brady in the 880-yard run.

The Buckeyes own a 10-17 record on the season.
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